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Introduction
More than 18 and not quite 19, these are Just Legal Babes trading away their innocence on camera for a
chance to live the porn star lifestyle. Many will spend all the money they earn on fancy cars and luxury
vacations... we don't much care what they do with it... as long as they make the effort to earn it in every
sex scene!

Adult Review
One of the newer sites in their network, Just Legal Babes brings you eighteen year old sluts who are getting their first chance
to show their skills on camera... and thankfully it's all captured by a high quality 1280x720 HD video camera!
  
  Along with all of the Included Sites on the right side of this review, the total network brings you more than 100 hours of top
quality HD porn movies in a variety of niches that are sure to get at least a dozen loads out of you this month! Each site
updates weekly so the result is you can feast your eyes on an update at least once a day network wide.
  
  One drawback to the site is that the picture sets are not nearly as good as they could be. The site has no slideshow system,
the images are not always from the same scene as the videos and the resolution is not magazine quality. Picture lovers can do
better getting another site choice from The Tongue, but if video sex is what you want to see then Just Legal Babes is one of
the best HD teen sites on the market today.
  
  The monthly package is priced under thirty bucks and the girls on the site are all under nineteen years of age. That's a
powerful combination for any pervert wanting to watch hardcore teen sluts in action. The 3 day trial looks like a good idea
but it renews at a higher price and doesn't give you full access... so skip the trial and go for the full monthly if you decide to
fuck some Just Legal Babes today.

Porn Summary
These are young horny sluts willing to fuck and suck in front of a high-definition adult movie camera. They may not be
experts sexually yet because they are Just Legal Babes... but watching them learn on the job is half the fun!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This site gets an "A" for Eighteen!'
Quality: 92  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 81
Support: 85 Unique: 82    Taste: 86        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
Anal Hell (92) ,Oriental Orgy (89) ,Lucky Lesbians (88) ,Busty Solos (88) ,Ebony Addiction (87) ,Sex Toy Teens (86) ,New
Solos (86) ,Simple Fucks (86) ,Teenage Whores (85) ,Cable Guy Sex (84) ,Slutty Squirters (Preview) ,Slutty Gaggers
(Preview) 

Porn Niches
Coeds, Exclusive, HD, Straight, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.99 Preview: 3 Days for $1.85 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 43
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